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The following article is repr~nted with the permission of the University of 
Washington Arboretum from ARBORETUN B'ULLETtN, Winter 1968. 

WESTERN RED ; CEDAR 

An Ethnobotanical Sketch . 

John A. Putnam 

Western Red Cedar, . Thuja pli~ata, is or,e of the very lar.ge tr~es g~·owing in moist 
situations in lo~.zer Vlalleys of the northern Pacific slopes. Its r ~nge e:!'.tends fr<'r1 
northern California, through Oregon and Washington, through the p~ovince of British 
Columbia, and into the southeastern part of Alaska. An eastern ex~ension goes 
through southern British Columbia and northern Washington into th e west·~rm valleys 
of the Rocky Mountains of northern Idaho and Montana where moistm:e conditions maJ - ~ 
its growth possible. It is usually found in mixed ,stands of Do1n~ 'ta s Fir , Pseudo· 
tsuga menziesii; ~stern Hemlock, Tsuga heterdphylla; and Sitka ~i ~·ruce, f~ 
sitchensis. It rarely occurs in pure stands and seldom forms more than 50 per 
cent of a mixed stand over any considerable area. Near the range perimeter and 
depending upon the lee ale, it may also be found with Western White Fir, [\.~ 
grandis; Engleman Spruce, Picea engelmanii; White Pine, Pi!t_~ E!,.<?!}..t!cofa;.; Alaska 
Cedar, Chamaecyparis nootkatensis; and at times Larch, 1!!_~ :Q.££.i ci~nta l is. 

~ As an individual tree, Western Red Cedar attains a very lar~e size. Trees meas-
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uring 16 feet in diameter and a heigh t up to 250 feet have been found. However, 
the average old-growth timber m~asures from abot•t 3 to 8 feet in diameter and from 
150 to 200 feet in height. As the tree increases in age it develops a very wide 
buttress and at times a hollow trunk and broken top. Red C.:: dars · .. ay attain a very 
old age. Specimens have been found well over 1000 years old. 

Besides producing the Red Cedar, this area had another important contribution to 
make. Its streams are the major spawning grounds for the Pacific salmon which 
were the Indians' most important food staple. Ca?tu~ing the salmon on their migrr
tion from the sea t ·o their spawning grounds was one 0£ the major food-gathering 
activities of these people. The ease with which large quantities of these fish 
could be captured, coupled with the variety and quality of articles made from 
Western Red Cedar, made possible a culture that. in some areas h.ad unique and highly 
developed material, heraldic, and ceremonial aspec~s. 

Indians of many tribal groups with a variety of cultu~al levels live in the geo· 
graphic Lange of the cedar. The Northwest Coast Indi2ns, living coastally from 
the mouth of the Columbia River, north through southeaste~ Alaska, seemed to 
derive the greatest cultural advantage from the combination of salmon and cedar. 
It is now sometimes referred to as the ".salmon-cadar" culture. Wood technology 
was most highly developed in the central and north~rn areas. Different kinds of 
hardwood such as Maple,~ macrophyllum; Alder, Alnus §.£·;Vine Maple, A.~ 
cincinatum; as well as the soft woods were .occ·asionally used. But it was the 
cedar tree that provided them with many of the necessary articles of life that 
would otherwise have been difficu°lt to obtain. Mos .t of these articles were 
universally made, although there were minor .differences from tribe to tribe. 
Manufacturing techniques also varied from group to group as did the quality of 
'#Orkmanship. Tribes immediately beyond the area where Red Cedar grew or where the 
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crafts involvirlg cedar productg ~a:-e not highly developed, traded for these items. 

The Spanish expedition, as it explored the west coast of Vancouver Island under 
Captain Malaspina in 1791, was one of the first European groups to report the 
existence and use of cedar. The arts and crafts were highly developed a~ that 
time. With primitive tools these huge tre·es were felled, formed, and finhhed into 
items of a quality that amazed the early explorers. 

The wood, although not as strong as Douglas Fir, has other important qualities. It 
is remarkably straight grained although young material tends to be somewhat coarse 
and is very easily worked with primitive hand tools and very durable, much more 
durable than trees of 0th.er species growing in the same, area. There is very little 
shrinkage to the wood, and. it seldom warps when drying. ~ : When it is dry it is only 
approximately three-fourths of the weight of the lightest of the other species. 
The bark is thin, about three-fourths of an inch, and can be easily pulled from 
the trees in long, fibrous strips. The roots grow very shallow and are tough and 
flexible. These attributes made it one of the ~ost us~ful single plants for in
digenous people, with the possible exception or. the coconu~ . palm in the South 
Pacific. 

Cedar trees were felled by a combination of chiseling ~nd burning, and dropped as 
accurately as modern loggers do today. Due to the wide fl~ring buttress of the 
standing tree, scaffolding was rigged around the tree and the fall i ng was done from 
high off the ground. It is reported that the burning was accomplished by the use 
of hot stones. Most often, due to the weight of the logs, canoes were made or 
boards split right where the tree fell. The Indians had also developed a technique 
for splitting boards out of standing trees. 

Perhaps the most impressive item made from the timber would be the homes of the 
Indians. These building ranged from approximately 40 feet wide to as much as 100 
feet long, some longer. The straight grain of the cedar, with its ability to be 
split into long lengths with simple tools, made it an ideal material for the con
struction of these buildings. The boards were often split in widths of 2 to 4 feet 
Their length, depending upon their need, sometimes reached as long as 40 feet. 
After splitting, · the boards were carefully dressed with an adze and usually formed 
with a curved edge so that they would overlap neatly on the wall, or would shingle 
tightly as part of the roof. When finished they exhibited the adze marks of the 
woryers in a beautiful pattern. Cedar twigs or rootlets were used to fasten the 
boards to the house frame, which was probably of cedar also. The house boards were 
prized items in the family and were kept as long as they were usable and carried 
about if it was necessary to move. 

The Northwest Coast Indians were a marine people and water transportation was tneir 
main way of getting about. The long straight bole of the cedar was ideal material 
for making dug-out canoes. The canoes were designed in a variety of forms and 
sizes depending on their use. No matter how large (some were reported as large as 
75 feet lJng with _7 foot of beam), a single cedar log was used. These canoes were 
indispensable in the lives of the Indians and were valuable trade items. The Haida 
people were considered some of the best canoe makers and their canoes wer.e sougl;lt 
after through the entire area. .Their length exceeded the length of some of the 
early. European ships . ~se~ ~Y. the explorers. LeW,is and. Clark reported the first 
northwest style canoe at Celi lo -Falls as they. ,came down the Columbia River. These 
craft so impressed them that they purcha~ed one to use for their trip down the rive 
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When the canoes were not in use and hauled up on the beach, they were often 
covered with cedar bark mats to keep them from cracking. 

Many household items were made of ~his wood . . qne 9£ the most ingenious was the 
bentwood box, which in various forms cou.ld be used for coo1~ing, storage, or as a 
ceremonial drum. These were made from cedar planks adzed to a thickness of less 
than one inch and a width depending u.pon the desir~d height of . the finished box. 
One piece was used for all four sides. The board was kerfed or notched where t~e 
corners were to be, then steap;ied ~nd bent into a deep rectangular frame and sewn 
or pegged together where the ends of the planl~ met. The bottom piece was skill
fully fitted and pegged into place, making a strong tigh~ box. Since coo~ing boxes 
were used to hold liquids, they were usually more shallow than stQrage boxes and 
more care was used in .fitting the bottom. Cooking was done by th~ use of hot 
stones. Storage boxes were usually of thicker boards and often fitted with a 
thick lid made ffom a cedar plank. Sometimes these boxes were decorated on their 
front and back with paintings of abstract animal forms and ha.d a simple design on 
either s·ide. 

Articles made of the bark of the cedar were also commonplace in the hou~~hold. 
Where the bark was easily obtained the items made from it were considered in much 
the same way as disposable items are today and might be thrown away after limited 
use. The bark was easy to get and was easy to prepare aµd could be stripped from 
downed trees or as they stood in the ' forest. A few articles were made from the 
bark directly as it came from the trees, among them, canoe hailers and simple con
tainers. Usually only the inner bark or the bast was used, ei~her shredded or split 
into strips. 

Shredded, the bark was used for clothing. Skirts that looked something like 
Hawaiian grass skirts were made, and it was also plaited into capes, used as 
toweling and as diapers, or as padding for a baby's cradle. 

Left unshredded and cut into strip$, the widths depending upon the purpose of the 
bark, it was used for making mats, baskets, and some types of clothing. Boas 
mentioned wooden sails for canoes, although -other authorities mention only the 
Cedar Bark mats sewn together'. · 

At times the bark was dyed with alder juice to give it a reddish color. The inner 
bark was twisted into cordage and could be as fine as twine or .as heavy as rope. 
Blankets of twisted bark were known but not particularly common·. 

The roots were used for a variety of purposes. Sometimes they were spltt for 
binding the blades of the adze to the handle, for tying together the parts of a 
halibut hook, or used without splitting for sewing the corners of a bentwood box, 
or for tying together the parts of a fish weir or trap. The1~ major use was 
probably in making coiled imbricated baskets where the roots were split and used 
for both the coiling elements and the sewing elements. The more northern North
~est Coast Indians made · few of these baskets,' but the Salish people of interior 
British Columbia, the Frazer River Basin, the Puget Sound region, and along the 
Columbia River Basin, were highly skilled in their manufacture. Some of the 
finest of these baskets came from Chinook groups along the Cowlitz and Lewis 
Rivers· Many of these basl~ets were watertight and could be µsed for cooki~g with 
hot rocks in the same way that cooking was done in bentwood boxes. 
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At tiines certain cedar trees had a reputation for producing roots that surpass 
others in their quality. Perhaps this was because, in pulling the roots from th 
ground or digging them up, the earth was loosenedand the rocks removed so that 
the next crop of roots would be stra~ghter :and ,str~nger. 

The branches of the cedar tree were sometimes us~d in the same way that the 
were. They could· be stripped of their l~aves and bark, soaked in water, and 
twisted into rope; rope so strong, in some cases, that they could be used by the 
whale hunting tripes for harpoon ropes and for towing home dead whales. Open-wor 
baskets were also made of branches. Green branches of the cedar tree were used i 
scrubbing the body during a bath. This was for the regular "Saturday night bath" 
as well as for purification rites before important events. 

Some groups used the buds on the cedar twigs for medicinal purposes, either as a 
tea for cold medicines or in some cases as a TB medicine, or chewed them for tooth 
aches. 

One authority credits the use of the cambium layer for food, which was scraped of 
after removal of the barY. This is not reported tn more recent work. It could b 
that the use of the cedar cambium was confused with the use of pine and alder tree 
cambium which was used in the eastern areas of British Columbia. 

The cedar tree contributed significantly to the dress and ritual paraphernalia for 
a variety of ceremonies that were so much a part of the Northwest Coast Indians' 
life. The most elaborate forms of this would be found north of the central part 
of Vancouver Island up to the southeastern part of Alaska. Masks, whistles, and 
drums were carved from tie wood, and headdresses, neckrings and other parts of the 
costumes were made of cedar bark, shredded or plaited. 

Another part of the ceremonial life was the totem pole. The characteristics of 
cedar wood, its durability and the ease with which it could be carved, contributed 
to the beauty and size of these magnificent ceremonial objects. There may be some 
question as to their origin and the time of thei.r ,appearance, but there can be no 
question that the introduction of the white man's steel tools made them much more 
prominent and widespread in the northwest coast area. 

This ceremonial and traditional art developed a style so unique that it is easily 
recognized wherever it may be found. 1 There were few items which were not deco
rated in some way. 

Few of the native crafts involving ce.dar are still practiced. Most of the great 
trees are gone, as well as the older people who so ingeniously used them. The 
items so carefully and beautifully done during the later part of the last century 
have either decayed where they were left or have fcund their way into museums or 
into the hands of collectors. Few of these items are left where they were made, 
and few are used today with their original purpose in mind. 
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NOTICE: THE 23rd ANNUAL NORTHWEST ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONFERENCE 

WILL BE HELD IN CORVALLIS, OREGON. MARCH 26,27, 

and 28, 1970. THE HOST IS OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY. 

More information can be received by writing: 
w. A. Davis, N.A.C. Program Chairman 
Department of- Anthropology 
Oregon State University 
Corva 11 is, ·or~go~ 97330 



CO:MMENTARY FOR THE YEAR 1970 

Last year, 1969, was indeed a rt red letter" year for the members of the Washington 
Archaeological Society. We published our first occasional papers: 

No. 1. T,olr~l Creek - A R~port 2n Excavations on the S~ogualmie River 
by the Seattle Community College by Astri.da Onat and Lee Bennett 

No. 2. Archaeological Recon~aisance - South Central Cascades 
by David G. Rice 

Significantly the~.~ .. two occasiona.1 papers represent a vital role the Washington 
Archaeological Society has supported over the pist few years. 

First, community suport and assistance to the newer institutions, junior and 
community colleges developing arshaeology programs in their curriculums has con
tinued in a gratifying and successful manner. Former WAS sites have been turned 
over along with pertinent data and records: help in arrangements for field worl 
in these areas was given; and the much needed financial help for publication of 
reports has been also given. The satisfaction that archaeology has been furthered 
by this mutual and cooperative arrangement is significant. 

Second, WAS has always welcomed students as members of their society. In giving 
support to their efforts we have enjoyed and shared in their success. David G. 
Rice, once a junior member, now a full time professor at the University of Idaho • 
joins another of our former students, Dr. Roderick Sprague. Part of David's 
success can be attributed to writing worthwhile reports and papers for WAS. 

As we have given so have we received. During the year 1969, we me·t in the 
University Federal Savings and Loan building located at 112J N. E. 45th Street 
in a very pleasant room with faa.i.lities for serving refreshm~nts. These accom-
modations were gratis and we do thank them. 
Our ~hanks is also extended to members of the University of Washington faculty and 
other institutions who have freely given of their time in an advisory capacity or 
have given informal talks to our groups: Dr. Alex Krieger, Dr. Robert Greengo, 
Professor George Quimby, Dr. Erna Gunther, David M~nsell and Astrida Onat. Their 
continued support is meaningful. 

We have received new Senior and Family members who have given added strength to our 
society and this is most welcome: Michael Wade Carpenter, Monty Keiling, John 
Koruga and family, Mark I. Rosen and fam~ly and Kristin Rosenberg. For all the 
associate and institution memberships their interest and support of our publication 
bolsters the purp~se of our organization. 

Like any other group, we do have our losses. Due to the present economic situation 
here in Seattle, our presid~nt, ··Forester Woodruff and his charming wife, Suzanne, 
have left for Fort Worth, T~xas: Forester Woodruff as our president presided in an 
orderly and structured manner. This kind of leadership gives stability to a group 
and we trust we can carry forth in the same manner. The omission of the annual 
report by the president is understandable and evident and once again we as~ your 
indulgence and trust this report will serve in lieu. 

Louise c. Deane 
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